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Introduetion

It has become common practice in reeent years to talk glibly about the

long-term warming up of the seas around our eoasts and to use anomalies as a

~ eonvenient w~ of describing those periods of time where the sea surface

temperaturo is abnormal. There is, in asenso, nn implied preeision about

the value of an anonaly which mDY be largely spurious unless thecontext is

carefully definod, and to do this some simple but fundamental questions must

be answered. Für example, an anomaly is adeparture from the norm: but which

norm? and by how mueh? If it in agreed that we accept the 50-year mean in

the 1905-54 ICES Atlas (Ref. 1), for example, can it be assumed that this is

biologically, or hydrographically, tho most relevant, or would sone shorter

period menn be more meaningful? If wo define the signifiennce of an anomaly

in terms of a multiple of the standard deviation of thc residual variation

about thin menn, havo we first chccked that the random residual is normally

distributed? If not, the statistical confidenee of the significanee is open

to question.

As a sinplo illustration, Figure 1 shows the annual moans of sea sur-

face teopernture fron 1903 to 1964 at the Sevon Stones Lightvessol. If we

consider the magnitude of thc positive anomalies from thc overall mean in
. b

1921 (0.86°C) and in 1962 (0.920 C) wo conclude that they are of much the

same significanco, although tho 1962 anomaly is slightly greater. IIowever,

as anomalies from the linear regression line the 1921 nnonaly (1.04) is not

only the larger but in two und a half timen the nnooaly for 1962 (0.44) 

hence considcrably more nignificant. In fact, thc residunl standard devia

tion about thc regression is approximately 0.40oC, und henee a value equal

to or exceeding the 1962 anonnly might be expocted from purely random causes

on about one in thrceoccasions, whereas tho chance of oqualling or exceod

ing the 1921 anomaly is almost one in a hundrcd, or thirty times loss likely.

Thus, if wo are looking for indications of abnormal cnvironocntal conditions,
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the choice .of a norn fron whiclJ ..to calcul~~.G our..~omaly nay b.~ .. c~~ial~. How

then do wo decide which norn to use? It depends of course on the application,

or on the hypothesis under test, but ny biologist colleagues advise De that

fluctuations fron relativelY short~tern Doans or trends are probably Dore

appropriate than deviations fron longpcriod Denns when dealing with narine

aninals which hn.ve 6. re.1.~tivciY shor<)ir~. ~~D.n.

So what I an really asking is how best should we, as fisheries hydro

graphers, analyse a large oass of long-tern trend data at an ocenn data

station, and although I shall deal in ihis paper only with surface tenpera

ture at two English lightvessels (Figure 2) the principles apply to salinity,

or any other par8Deter' collected regularly over a long period ~!1DJ1Y...~g.~a

field. Clearly, in order to understand the significance of the data and to

draw valid quantitative rather than qualitative conclusions, we Dust be able

to describe the data natheoatically, i.e •. to fornulate sone siople nathe- ...

. natical nadel and associate with it a relevant set of tests of statistical

significance. Without these tools thore is little chance of using large

nasses of data, such as are contained in thc lCES Atlas, for valid predic

tion or hindcasting of environoental conditions and rclating these to

biological behaviour patterns.

Southward, 1960 (Ref. 2), anong others, has discussed the long-tero

tronds of sea tenperature in the Channel at Internat~onal Station E1 and

also at thc Seven Stones Lightvessel, and rel~ted these to changes in the

fauna. He concludcs, in his suwoary, that the sea surface tenpcrature has

risen by about 0.50 C ovar thc last 50 years or so, und illustrates it in

Figura 3. He irlplies in his paper (and in this figure) that the SST· was

fluctuating about aperiod uean of 11.920 C fron 1903-27 and subsequently fron

1928-59 about a Dcan of 12.42oC. Now of course these are thc DGallS for the

period~ bcfore und after 1927, but the conclusion is at the very least open

to criticisn. Another interpretation is given in ny Figure 1, which shows

the least sque~es fitted linear ragrcssion,nnd fron this wo can conclude

that the.rise in tenperature over thc period in question was ncarly double

Southward's ~stioate, and has beenfluctuating about a continuously rising

linear trend. .

In ny viG~ this conclusion is the DarG valid, since thera i8 a better

fit - a better oathcnatical.description of thc data. Ellett fron Lowcstoft

used a sinilar. stcpped Denn technique (Raf. 3),·but his approach ~as Doro

appropriata:sinco hc was ossentiallytosting the hypothesis that thora was

evidence of significant difforancGs in the long~ and short-taro DannS of

sea surfaco to~peraturo and salinity at a'nuobor cf English lightvesscls,
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and by inferonce in other data fields of the lCES Atlas. But even in his

approach it might have been more rewarding to have used a regression techni

que, and it was basically the discussion of his paper at Lowestoft which

triggered the present approach. However, meanwhile Tomczak, in another

paper to this Committee last year (Ref. 4), fitted linear regressions to

144 fielde of data from the leES Atlas, and concluded that the elopes (or

what he called the temperature coefficients a) varied from month to month

and between fields. Further to his "ork, the following questions arise:

(a) Is th9re any regression (or correlation) of temperature on time

in each field of data?

(b) Is it fair 'to represent the trend by a linear regression, i.e.

is'thore evidence cf departure from linearity?

Are the slopes of the monthly means signific~t.~y different

from thc annual slope and from each otherr Or could they be

represented by a common slope within the degree of residual

variation cxpected?

Results

Let us look in a little more detail at thc data for the Seven'Stones

Lightvessel. }e snw from Figure 1 thnt it looked reasonnble to represent

tlle data by a linear rolationship.\Vo can test wh:~ther this is so, of

course, to the first order, by calculnting the correlation coefficient and

testing its significance, but we shall arrive at thc ,same answer by studying

the simple analysis of vnriance table of the regression shown in Table 1.

This has the added advantage of giving us immediately n measure of the resi

dual variance •

• Table 1 Seven Stones annual means regression

Source Sum of squares D of F Mean
square

Exp. value
mean square

= 5-75 1 5·75 2 ( -)2
(J +8E x-x

Resid.ual 53 0.162 2
cr

.:

TotaL
, -' "2"-'

E(y-y),
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If we let y and x represent temperature and the year (less 1960) we

.have the usual linear regression model

y == y + b(x-x),

where b is the slope, and, in this case,

y == 12.26 + 0.017 (x - 32.29).

Testing the mean square against the residual, we have

which is significant at 0.001 level and shows that we may certainly assume

that there is a first order linear relationship. Now, of course, we should

have checked the normality of the random residual, but since the scatter is

clearly'sYmmetrical we could check that it is reasonable to assume anormal

distribution by estimating various confidence limits from the residual stan

darddeviation cr == /0.162 == 0.40 approximately, and checking the number of

observations uhich should fall within these limits. }finety-five per cent

confidence limits have been drawn on Figure 1 and we could expect not more

than 1 in 20 or 2-3 points to be outside them, which agrees quite weIl.

If we now consider the annual means at the Varne Lightvessel, as

illustrated in Figure 3, and plot the linear regression line which is cal

culated as

y =.11.41 + 0.018 (x - 33.35)

•

we are immediately in doubt as to whether the low points at 1915, 1916,

1917 and 1918 may reasonably be reckoned as within the assumed normal distri

butions of the residual about the regression, although from the analysis of

variance in Table 2, the regression is seen to be significant at the 5 per •

cent level, s~~~e, .~.1,46, = 5·35. .. __ .__.~.~ ..,-

Table 2 Ve.rne annual means regression
.... _... .. "'~" .

Source :Sum of squares. D of F 11ean square
I

:
Regression 5.08 1 .. 5.Ö8

Residual 43.5Q: .. 46 .. .- . .0.948 .
.. ,. .....- .

Total 48.67 47 I
:

~. _.... " ... .. ..

If the low points are omitted and an amended regression calculated, together

with the associated 95 per cent confidence limits, we see that the low points

cannot be considered to be from the SaDe population as the remainder and are
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not therefore properly represented by thc regression. This dces not of itself

justify their reJeetion asvalid data, but ecrtainly it is only the renainder

that enn be properly represontod by a linoar rogression, the equation of

whieh is anended to

y = 11.66 + 0.006 (x - 34.89),

and \Je nOVl ostinato fron Table 3 that F1 ,42' = 1.37, whieh is not significnnt

at the 20 per cent level, i.o. wo have not sufficient evideneo fron these

data to support the vie~ that thora has been a statistically significnnt riso

in the annual nonns of surface tenparaturo ovar the period.

Tablo 3 Varne anended annual noans regression

•

•

Souree Sun of squares D of F Menn square

Regression 0.47 1 0·47

Residual 14· 42 42
"

0.343
,"

Total 14· 89 . 43
I

Lot us no~ consider the regressions of the nonthly nonns. As sho\~ in

Table 4, thc slopos var,y considerably fron 0.024 to 0.009 at Seven Stones and

. fron 0.027 to -0.010 at Varne, the highest boing in general in the autunn
. ,

no~ths, showing that tho average rate of incroase in tenperature has been

groater at this tine of year at both locations ovar tho 60-year period.

Tablo 4 Regression slopes of nonthly nonns at Seven Stones and
Varno Lightvessels

Soven Stones Varne

Month Signifi- Signifi-

Slopo S.D. oanee Slope S.D. eance
.. ' level level

(~b) (~~)'

January , 0.017 0.004 1 0.007 0.010 NS
February 0.016 0.005 1 0.003 0.012 NS
Ma.:t'ch 0.017 0.005 1 -0.010 0.010 HS
April 0.019 0.005 . 1 -0.001 0.009 NS
May 0.016 0.006 1 0.000 0.007 . NS
June 0.021 0.006 1 0.019 0.009 5
July 0.016 0.007 5 0.019 0.009 5
August 0.009 0.007 NS 0.020 0.008 2
Septenber 0.021 0.007 1 0.026 0.008 1
Oetober 0.022 0.005 1 0.027 0.008 1
Hovenber 0.024 0.004 1 0.027 0.009 1
Decenber'

...
0.021 0.004 0.0131 0.008 NS
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Also included in Table.4 are the standard deviations of the regression slopes

0. and the significance level of the regression, from which.we can deduce that
J.

the slopes are not significantly different from zero in August at Seven

Stones and from December to tTay inclusive at Varne. Since the slopes are

scattered about zero from December to May at Varne, there is no reason to

suppose that there has been any long-term warming in these months over the

period. Vfuether there are significant differences between the'monthly slopes

can be tested by.calculating the weighted average residual variancefor the

months to be tested, and hence the variance 0~2 of the differenceof the

regression slopes b
1

and b
2

• The significance may then be tested by

Student's t test

t, W~_ . .. _ _~. t .= b - b. 1···· ·2
0

12

\

•with:n
1

+ n2 degree~ of freedom. None of t?C pairs of months at;Seven Stones

(excluding Augus~).. ~~r.!1...<?ut to have signÜ'ioantlYß,ifferent .slopes at this

level of confidence. Similarly, the differences between the monthly slopes

at Varne from June-November are not suffi·~·ientJ.Y·large to be 's'tatistically

significant. at the.95 per cent level.

The next step is to consider whether itis reasonable to represent the

trend by a linear regression. In order to test for departure from linearity,

we must .include in the simple model above a.departure termB (t = 1,---K)t
at each of the K arrays of y, so the modeIbecomes

i= 1---nt

where 13...i~.~~e expected value of the.regression coefficient b and Zti is the

random residual which we are. assuming to be independent, normally distri

buted and of constant standard deviation along'th~ regression line. It:is

clear tha~ some replication (i = 1-~-nt) is ~ec~~~ary in thet't~~rrqy~ofy
"'- ' - .' ." - ,- I (

.... in' order to" separate the variance due to. departur~ from linearity and the
. .

random residual. Ifthe. suffixes of Bt and Zti w7re identical, t~e.se

variances:could not be distinguished. We can overcome the replication
. . ." ~

requireme~t by gr01~ping :the means. Normally 3-year groups ·have been used

but these: become 2- or ·4:..year groups at either end. 01' a. gap in tho data,

such as the 191 ~-18 war period. An example',of the analysis of variance

tables is:shoWll·for the April monthly means at'Seven Stones in Table 5,
since this is one of the more interesting cases, but the:analysis u~s com

pleted for the' anmial means und ~he.. monthly mean at ... both. lightvossels where

6
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Table 5 Seven Stones April monthly roeans regression

- ---~

.,

Souree Sum of squares D of F Mean square . Exp.value roean square

2 k -)2
,.,

2 k - 2t:..
Slope b L: n

t
(x

t - x = 1.97 1 1·97 cr + 8 J: nt (x - x)
t=1 t=1 t

About regression k {c -)2 2(· -)2"1 6.79 K - 2 = 12 0.57
2 1 k 2

L: n t yt' - y.. - b x t - x ] = cr + k-2 L: ntBt
t=1 . t=1

k
nt 2

Residual L: L: (yt' - Yt . )
2

= 7·38 N - K = 28 0.26 cr
t=1 . 1 1.1.=

.-

k
n t

Total L: L: (yt' _ y.. )2
= 16.14 N - 1 = 41

t=1 i=1 1.
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the significance of the regression had been established. For the April

means in Table 5 a significant variance ratio of the "about regression"

over "residual" will indicate thc existence of the Bt , as can be seen from

the expected values cf thc mean squares. In th~G cas~, F12 ,28 = 2.15,

which is just significant at the 5 per cent level, from which we conclude

that thereis reasonably good evidence of departure from linearity, so we

should consider carefully whether or not a more complex curvilinear model

should be atteil1ptGd~- "We altre "see, 'bycomparing' the mean squares of "slope"

and "residual", that F1,28 = 7.47 in almost significant at the 1 per cent

level (7.6), but of course we are alrea~ a~are of the significance of the

overall regression. Evidence of significnnt departure from linearity was

only found at the Seven Stones Lightvessel at just above the 5 per cent

level for the'monthly"means during"Apriland October, and would not there

fore, in my, vieu, justify the extra work involved in attempting to fit a

higher order model. However, at the Varne thc Donthly menn regression for
"

July showed significWlt' departure at 1 per cent and we could not therefore

accept a linear model in this case.

It might be thought, ,that' another mothod ofgrouplng could bo to group

the months scasonally, i.e. January-~hrch, April-June, July-September, etc.,

and hence retain a langer sequence of 'data. In fact these analysos were

carried out for these soasanal groups and at both lightvessels significant

departure from linearity was indicated, normally at the 1 per cent level.

The winter 3-monthly group (January-March) for Seven Stones is givon in

Table 6 as an example. Here tho compariGon of the "about regression" and

"residual" m8an squarG givos an F ratio of 2.008, which is just Gignificant

at 1 per cent. This result would appear to be contrar,y to thc results ~

obtained for thc three individual months alono. Tho explanation is that the

apparent significance sho\7n by Table 6 is spurious, because ,the data in thc

individual 3-month groups arc not nornally distributed, andhence the F test

in this case is not valid. Tho residual variation will in fact be platy-

kurtic und henco thera is a considerably groater chance of obtaining a larger

variance ratio thon ,iould be indicated by the F tables. This particular

illustration is includad tO"ShOVl the' importru'lcc' of' thcunderlying assumption~

which are often assumed,and thon neglected, and this can of 'course often lead
to mislending conclusions.
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Table 6

Source

Slope

About regTession

Residual

Total

Seven .Stenes winter group regression

Sum cf squares D of F Mean square

3•.14 1 3.14

26.66 40 0.67

26.89 81 0.33

56.70 122

~

Conclusions

Thu?, to summarize, it might be concluded that at Seven Stones there has

been a signific~t linear average upward trend.of about 0.9°C in annual means

over the 60 years, und that there has been no evidence of·an upward trend in

~ the August monthly means, but that in all other months there has been a sig

nificant positive regression which tends to be more marked in the autumn

months but is not significantly so. At th~ Varne Lightvessel, if the highly

significant negative anomalies for 1915-18 are omitted, there is no statis

tically significant evidence for a general uarming of the surface water as

indicated by the annual means or the monthly means from December to May.

During the remainder of the year the rate of increase in monthly means has

been similar to that at the Seven Stones Lightvessel. Hence we might con

clude that the similar increase in surface temperature at the two locations

in the autumn is largely due to an increase in the inflUx of Atlanticwater

over the period, but that the warming trend has not penetrated as far as

the Varne in the uinter ~~d spring because of the proximity of the conti-

nental land mass and its winter cooling. The absence of an upward trend at

the Seven Stones in August is more interesting and could possibly be explained

by the existence of a short-term thermocline vrhich produces a higher order

of surface temperatures and temperature fluctuations, which swamp the evidence

for a steadily rising trend (of much smaller.proportions) due to an increased

Atlantic influx; but the aim of this paper is to suggest a possible form of

analysis Vlhich includes critical statistical testing for the large masses of

data occurring in the lCES Atlas, rather than to dra~ valid hydrographie

conclusions from so small a sampIe as t~o fields. This, it seems to me, is

necessary before wo cau oxpect to grasp the full quantitative significance

of long-term cnvironmental trends and anomaly data and apply the conclusions
to biological occurrences.
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